
onto the biggest part of the fuselage, in
my case this was the whole fuselage up to
the rear of the cockpit. Now fit the bits
using the the canopy for alignment, tape
them onto the canopy. Any bits that have
broken off can be attached lightly with
tape. Now look at the mess and say to
yourself, it will look as good as new and
be stronger.

Step 5 - Glassclothing
Prepare all the glass cloth for the

repairs. Do not be mean with the repair,
use enough cloth to double the thickness
of the original moulding. Thoroughly
prepare the inner surface with coarse
sandpaper and lay in the glass cloth,
allow 24 hours for it to cure thoroughly.

Step 4 - Aligning the
Curvatures

None of the above are going to
guarantee a perfect realignment. Most
people would start to repair at this point
but there is more to do. Make some strips
of 1/8th by 3/8th (3mm x lOmm) balsa.

Now take a strip and line it up in the
bottom of the fuselage. Remove any

tape that will prevent you from
sticking it to the fuseiage.

Now stick one end onto the
fuselage gluing it up to the
break, fast cyano is ideal for

this job. You may have to tape
it down so that it conforms to the curve
whilst the cyano cures. Bend the stick to
conform with the shape of the fuselage on
the other side of the break, let cyano run
under it and tape it down if necessary.

What you are doing is "planking"
over the breaks. Keep repeating the above
till all of the cracks are planked over. As
you work you way up the fuselage the
structure will stiffen up, allowing you to
remove the tape on the canopy last and
remove it without losing alignment. The
fuselage should feel strong now and you
can check the alignment of the breaks
from the inside, correct if necessary.

wrap undamaged
area in newspaper

Step 1- Stripping Out.
The first thing you have to do is to get

rid of any internal structure that will get
in the way of the repairs. Strip out any
bulkheads, mounting rails, etc. Expose all
of the interior that needs repair. Whilst
you are at it protect the undamaged part
of the fuselage, tape it over with a few
sheets of newspaper, this will save you
work when you refinish it.

Step 2 - Cleaning Up
Now you can examine all the cracks.

Some may go back together pretty well
but don't trust this, the fibres that have
been pulled out of the moulding will not
allow a perfect realignment. Use a coarse
sandpaper on all the exposed breaks and
run a fine file or hacksaw blade down all
the cracks in the bits that have hung
together. The bits will have maintained
their original shape but without this
treatment they will not realign easily.
Sand over the exterior surface to about 3
inches (75mm) each side of any breaks.

Step 2.

run a junior hacksaw blade or
craft knife down any major
cracks

Step 3 - Patching Together
On scale models the canopy usually

survives, as it usually does on sport
models. This is good because you can use
it to realign the broken parts. Tape it

~ tape canopy on unbroken
part offuselage

"That's nice what is it?~~
This was all it took to destroy my

concentration, the brain locked into
failsafe and I pulled instead of pushed.
Now if the model had been on full rates
she might have made it, but she hit at
about 10 degrees. To say that I was
annoyed was an understatement,
particularly given that I had finished
the model the previous day. So
the moral of this tale is; don't talk
to someone who is doing
aerobatics!

Anyway, back in the workshop it
looked a sorry sight. The nose had broken
off and one wing was creased. The
Canopy had survived with minor
cosmetic damage. It looked repairable,
but it was a mess. Now sooner or later we
have all been in this situation so here's
the method that I developed to repair the
fuselage. It is assumed that the fuselage is
in reasonable sized bits.

Step 3

Now there I was with

the brand new fifth
.0 scale Swift at an
, .. AerotDw meeting, and
boy was I having a good time.
That little Swift is exhilirating to

fly and I was having a ball
beating up the safe side of the
landing strip. Last flight of the
day and I thought let's try
something special~ an inverted
low pass with an outside loop
recovery and into the landing
circuit. A nice shallow dive got
the model moving nicely~ half roll~
nice, listen to it whistle. I was just
about to bunt the model when this
voice came into my right ear.

tape nose
onto canopy



copper
both sides

apply soldering iron to clevis
together =hen solder melts

clevis shut and the solder 'cooled. What I
now had was a perfect fit for the c1evis.
pin and absolutely no slop. It did need to
be flipped back and forth a few times to
free it a little, but that was it There is an
additional benefit if the pin does wear
loose, just apply the soldering iron again.

drill through &force metal
glevis pin through hole

Slop Free
Control
Horns

st'art'ai centre and work
outwards on both'sides

cyano 3x 1Orn:m~balsa strips
,over breaks & cracks

qualities as the original
moulding. Try resin and a

thixotropic agent like
silica gel, or resin

and micro
balloons. What
you need is a
thick honey

consistency thatwill not run. Now scrape
it into the cracks and pool it over the
holes that have been covered with new
material. Allow to cure thoroughly and
sand back to shape. '

, The problem with this process is the
migraine that little holes in the repair
cause. When the fuselage looks pretty
good blast some primer onto it and check
for pinholes, unfilled cracks etc. Now use
a softer filler such as resin and micro
light filler. Keep at it till you are
thoroughly fed up, then start painting.

There are ocassions with moulded
fuselages where the damage is so great
and the will to repair so low that it isn't
worthwhile, but you have to really plant a
model very hard to achieve this. In 9 out
of 10 cases it is quicker to repair'the
fuselage than build another model. If you
have done the job properly the repairs '

will be invisible to everyone, but
- yourself. --

prepare'glass cloth
nd lay int'! fuselage

Step 5

strip out all internal
structure

Step 6

Sio::;P 7- Surface Repair
Now you have to get the surface back

into a state where you can refmish it.
This is probably the worst part of the job
and the one that is most visible if you get
it wrong.

The best method is one where the
repair material has the same sanding'

StAv 6 - Cleaning Up
."emove all the balsa planking by

whatever method you like. I split most of
it off with a craft knife, but sanding works
as well. What it left will look a mess, but
the fuselage is now stronger than it was
when new. It will also be heavier but if it
is the nose area that has broken you can
simply reduce the amount of nose ballast.

One day I was
punting for a design contract,

a redesign of some :,
Industrial Shredders,

I always seemed Moving on from this and assuming
to get the ' the use of the only worthwhile clevis

glamorous worth using, the metal one, you can apply
jobs put my this method to nylon servo output arms if

way. Anyway you are careful. Try this at home folks but
there next to the shredder were some test do a few experimental runs first. Force the
samples, 24 inch by 6 inch sheets of clevis through the tight hole in the output
printed circuit board with copper on both arm then apply the soldering iron till the
sides, naturally I blagged a couple of ' plastic softens. Hold everything steady till
pieces and have used it for control horns the plastic cools arid yet again you have a
ever since. ' slop free connection that is a perfect fit.

Working with this material generated . If the hole in the output arm is too big
a memory about how big end bearings on you can shrink it by a couple of methods.
cars used to be made by moulding , Heat the clevis as before but clamp it with '
around the crankshaft. I tinned the a pair of pliers till it cools. The plastic ~

copper around the clevis hole o'n both.' should flow around the c1eVispin and
sides and drilled it through again: crush th~ output arm a little. Needless to

The clevis was then forced say you need to use some finesse with this
through an'd a soldering . method. You can also gently warm the

iron placed on lie back of. output arm and crush it between the jaws
the ch:vis pin. nie _~::;. .{of a parrot' pliers to reduce the size of the

::;Ji2;21~i:ij~:~1;.::~:~~~i~i~f;'~~~i~i:~:g:,~~f~~:4~.
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